INTRODUCTION 54
Dexterous manipulation is a motor task that involves physical interactions between digits 55 and objects through contact sites. In the past three decades, most studies have focused on how 56 the central nervous system (CNS) controls digit forces using constrained grasps, i.e., tasks that 57 do not allow choice of digit placement. It has been shown that digit forces can be planned before 58 actual contact based on visual information about the object properties and/or 'sensorimotor 59 memory' built through preceding manipulations. For instance, vision of the object prior to 60 movement initiation can be used to extract information such as object identity and weight 61 (Gordon et al., 1993) , mass distribution (Fu and Santello, 2012) , material (Buckingham et al., 62 2009), texture (Cole and Rotella, 2002) , as well as contact surface geometry (Jenmalm and 63 Johansson, 1997; Jenmalm et al., 2000) , all of which could influence the anticipatory scaling of 64 digit forces. 65
If information acquired through vision is congruent with actual object properties, digit 66 forces could be developed in a feed-forward fashion, usually featuring a 'bell-shaped' force rate 67 profile (Johansson and Westling, 1984) . However, when visual information before object contact 68 is unavailable or inaccurate, the feed-forward planning was shown to be based on sensorimotor 69 memory although it may not be appropriate for executing the intended manipulation. For 70 instance, subjects cannot correctly anticipate digit forces when low ambient illumination 71 prevents visual discrimination of surface friction (Cole et al., 1999) . Similarly, subject cannot 72 anticipate the direction of the torque necessary to lift an object vertically when mass distribution 73 is changed on a trial-to-trial basis by adding a hidden mass at the bottom of the object (Lukos et 74 al., 2013) . In both cases, shortly after contact digit forces in the current trial are similar to the 75 digit forces exerted in the preceding trial. It has been proposed that the CNS detects the 76 monitor located in front of the subject. Due to the strict spatial and temporal task constraints, 123 subjects were asked to focus on the monitor to ensure successful task performance. The hand was 124 out of the field of the view throughout each trial (horizontal distance between subjects' eyes and 125 monitor: ~70 cm, horizontal distance between subjects' hand and monitor: ~ 35 cm; vertical 126 distance between subjects' eyes and hand: ~ 45 cm). 127
Subjects were asked to perform a series of tasks in the VR (see below for details). 128
Movement of their digits was always constrained within a virtual plane parallel to the subjects' 129 frontal plane located ~35 cm from the subjects. All manipulation tasks were constrained in this 130 plane. Constraint forces were applied to the fingertips when they moved outside of the plane to 131 ensure that object manipulation would not occur beyond or outside of the vertical plane. These 132 constraint forces were provided by a bi-directional virtual spring-damper (spring constant, K = 133 0.25 N/mm; damping constant, C = 0.01 Ns/mm). Before the experiment started, subjects were 134 instructed to avoid moving their digits forward or backward during all tasks to avoid feeling the 135 constraint force provided by the virtual wall. Offline analyses indicated that subjects successfully 136 complied with this requirement by eliciting a very small constrain force (~ 0.25 N on each digit). 137
Experimental task 138
All VR tasks involved grasping and manipulating a virtual box that, in turn, 
denotes the resistive forces and torques generated on the box. The entries of the 150 vector ( )
were computed as a spring-damper system connected to the center of the box 151 Fig. 1C ) with the equilibrium point at ( ) ( )
. These resistive forces 152 required subjects to produce a torque to rotate the box, hence to move the cursor. The box had its 153 own inertia but it was very small (equivalent to 10 g mass) and negligible compared to the 154 resistive forces. Therefore, the horizontal position of the cursor on the screen was linearly related 155 to the control torque subjects generated on the box. 156
There were three possible target ball drop locations: left, center, or right (L, C, and R 157 respectively), which required subjects to exert a torque (T task ) of 70, 0, or -70 Nmm, 158 respectively. The precision requirements for T task associated with the definition of successful trial 159
were torques within ± 7 Nmm of T task (±10% of T task ). Note that, although the torque was zero 160 for the center target, subjects still needed to grasp the box and maintain the cursor at zero 161 position waiting for the ball to drop. There were also three possible box widths (w): small (S, 57 162 mm), medium (M, 71 mm), and large (L, 85 mm). The box height was kept constant (57 mm). 163
Note that different box widths elicit different digit horizontal relative positions, i.e., grip widths. 164
Subjects were asked to manipulate the boxes with different widths to control the cursor to 165 catch the ball dropping to the left or right of the box's start position. As the magnitude of the8 torque required for catching the ball was always the same, subjects needed to exert larger forces 167 to manipulate the small box and smaller forces for the large box (Fig. 1C) . Specifically, let the 168 thumb and finger contact location be P T and P I , respectively, and the position of the center of the 169 box be O. The moment arm of the thumb and index finger forces (F T and F I , respectively) can be 170 written as the distance between the finger positions and object center: d T = P T − O, and d I = P I − 171 O. We define the effective digit forces F TE and F IE as the thumb and index finger force 172 components, respectively, projected to the vectors perpendicular to the corresponding moment 173 arms (effective forces that generate torque in clockwise direction are positive; Fig. 1C ). These 174 effective digit forces act on the moment arm contributing to the generation of cursor control 175 torque (T con ) as described in the following equation: 176 177
The digit forces and positions, as well as the box position, were recorded from the haptic device 180 at 500 Hz. 181
To initiate a trial, subjects were asked to first move their digits into fixed start positions. 182
The start positions were rendered as two spheres (12-mm radius) located at a horizontal distance 183 of 110 mm from each other. When both digits reached the start positions, the target ball appeared 184 and started to fall from the top of the screen and the box was rendered haptically between the two 185 virtual digits. The visual rendering of the box, cursor, and digits maybe selectively occluded 186 depending on the experimental conditions (see below for details). The appearance of the falling 187 ball is also the 'GO' signal indicating subjects could start to grasp and manipulate the box 188 regardless of the visual condition (Fig. 1D) . The target ball always moved downward at a 189 constant velocity of 12 cm/s and reached the horizontal line (Fig. 1B) along which the cursor 190 moves in 1.5 s. Therefore, subjects had to grasp the box and move the cursor to the desired 191 location within 1.5 s in order to catch the ball. Successful catches were rewarded by an auditory 192 cue. A score system was designed to motivate and engage subjects based on the absolute errors 193 they made (|T err | = |T task -T con |) at the end of each trial, i.e., when the target ball hit the horizontal 194 line (Fig. 1B) . Specifically, successful catches (|T err | < 7 Nmm) gave subjects 10 points, success 195 on consecutive trials were awarded with bonus points (1 point for each consecutive successful 196 trial), whereas barely missing the target (7 Nmm < |T err | < 14 Nmm) gave 5 points and no points 197 were given for |T err | > 14 Nmm. After each trial, subjects were asked to release the box. Once 198 released, the box was not rendered until the beginning of the following trial. 199
Experimental procedure 200
Practice sessions. Subjects were first introduced to the tasks by asking them to freely 201 explore the VR to familiarize with the experimental setup. To avoid subjects exerting too much 202 force beyond the capability of the haptic device, we also let subjects to squeeze the virtual object 203 until it broke (> 6 N) and asked them not to use such high forces during the experiment. After 204 familiarization, a practice session was designed to teach subjects the basic rules of the tasks (Fig.  205 1E; see supplemental video 1). Subjects were presented with the medium-width box, and R and 206 L targets were randomly interspersed with full visual feedback of the cursor, box, and digits. 207
These practice sessions were used until subjects were able to successfully perform 10 208 consecutive catches. The first and second practice sessions lasted approximately 3 minutes each. 209
Subjects were given a 2-minute rest before starting the training session. 210
Training session. The training session consisted of 8 blocks of 20 trials each ( Fig. 1E ; see 211 supplemental video 2). Subjects used same box width (L or S) within each block and switched to 212 the other box width after completing each block. Subjects were counter-balanced to start with 213 either L or S box width. Visual rendering of the cursor position was removed during each trial 214 and subjects were given visual feedback of the cursor position only at the end of the trial to allow 215 them assessing their performance, i.e., how far off they were from the target. Visual feedback of 216 the box width and digit tip locations was always available during each trial. The target positions 217 were always in the center for the first 3 trials, and then switched pseudo randomly between right 218 and left (Fig. 1E) . We used the center target location as a 'washout' task and subjects were not 219 required to learn this condition. The rationale for this approach was that washout trials have been 220
shown to reduce interference and improve learning in novel dual contexts (Krakauer et al., 221 2005). The last two blocks (Block 7 and 8) were used to determine baseline performance. A 2-222 minute rest was given after the training session. 223
Test session. The first test session (Test A) consisted of 4 blocks of 20 trials each (Fig.  224 1E; see supplemental video 2). The target ball location was the same (L or R) within each block 225 but was alternated across blocks. Subjects were counter-balanced to start with either the left or 226 right target. Visual condition was the same as the previous training session. The goal of this 227 session was to test whether subjects could use visual information about the box width, which 228 indirectly provides information about the relative digit positions, to plan digit forces accordingly. 229
The box width was always medium for the first 3 trials but then switched pseudo randomly 230 between large and small across trials (Fig. 1E) . The sequence of box widths was designed to 231 present subjects with four instances of each of the following trial-pair conditions within each 232 block: Large-Small, Large-Large, Small-Small, and Small-Large (LS, LL, SS, and SL, 233 respectively; the rationale is explained in the Statistical analysis section). A 2-minute rest was 234
given after subjects finished this test session. 235
The second test session (Test B) also consisted of 4 blocks of 20 trials each (Fig. 1E) . 236
These trials were similar to the first test session except that visual rendering of the box was 237 removed throughout the entire duration of the session and visual rendering of the digit tips was 238 removed as soon as they moved out of the starting areas. Subjects were told that they could still 239 be able to grasp the box after the target ball start to fall, although the box and digits were visually 240 occluded. This session was designed to test whether subjects could use only haptic information 241 about box width acquired at and after contact to modulate digit forces as a function of box width. 242
It should be emphasized that, in Test A, subjects would have been able to plan digit 243 forces prior to making contact with the box because of the visual object width cue allowing for 244 visually-based predictive control. In contrast, although subjects in Test B could have still 245 planned their digit forces based on sensorimotor memory of previous manipulations, but they 246 might have had to make corrections to their motor plan after contact when the actual box width 247 did not coincide with the width they had planned for. 248
Statistical analysis 249
The recorded digit forces and positions were filtered using low-pass Butterworth filter 250 with a cutoff frequency of 30 Hz. We assessed learning of the manipulation task by computing 251 the mean absolute torque error, |T err |, that each subject made within each training block 252 (excluding the first three 'wash out' trials). One-way repeated measures ANOVA (8 levels; 253 number of training blocks) and planned contrast between adjacent blocks were used to quantify 254 block-by-block learning of T con . Since the magnitude of T task was constant, we also evaluated 255 subjects' ability to respond to different box widths by computing the total effective force, We computed the mean F eff using trials from the last two blocks in Test A and Test B,  281 i.e., eight trials for each trial pairs for each subject. To examine F eff subjects used at the end of 282 each trial, i.e., when the target ball arrived at the horizontal line, we performed three-way 283 repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) using vision conditions (2 levels: Test A and 284
Test B), preceding trial box width (2 levels: small and large), and current trial box width (2 285 levels: small and large), as within-subject factors. Additionally, we performed two-way repeated-286 measures ANOVA (2 levels for vision conditions: Test A and Test B; 4 levels for trial 287 conditions: LL, LS, SS, and SL) using F eff measured at multiple time points ranging from 100 to 288 600 ms after the first initial contact between the digits and the box (see Results section for 289 details). The initial contact was determined as the time at which one of the fingers first made 290 contact with the box (digit force greater than 0.1 N, Fig. 2A and B) . Post-hoc paired t-test were 291 performed when appropriate using Bonferroni corrections. 292
RESULTS 293
Learning of the manipulation tasks. 294 Subjects made small performance errors when they started the training blocks as these 295 trials were preceded by a practice session in which they performed the task with complete visual 296 feedback of box width and cursor position. Therefore, subjects had already implicit knowledge 297 about how to successfully perform the task. Nevertheless, subjects still needed to learn to 298 perform the task by scaling digit forces to two box widths (large and small) they had not 299 interacted with during the practice sessions. Subjects' performance significantly improved across 300 eight training blocks. Specifically, the within-block mean torque error (|T err |) significantly 301 decreased from 17.43 ± 1.67 Nmm (mean ± SEM) in Block 1 to 12.59 ± 1.33 Nmm in Block 8 302 (F (7,77) = 4.325, p < 0.001). We also found that, after an initial improvement in performance after 303 the first two blocks, performance reached a plateau. Planned contrasts between each block and 304 the average of the following training blocks revealed significant differences only between the 305 first block and the other seven for both mean torque error (F (1,11) = 10.23 , p = 0.008) and torque 306 variability (F (1,11) = 10.06 , p = 0.009). It should be pointed out that the timing and spatial 307 requirements of our task are quite challenging as subjects could not reach a 'perfect' task 308 performance, i.e. staying within the 10% error margin. However, they were able to comply with 309 the 20% error margin for most trials. Most importantly, subjects learned to perform the task by 310 using significantly different effective force (F eff ) in response to the large and small box widths. 311
This was quantified by computing mean F eff from the last two training blocks (Block 7 and 8, one 312 with large box width and the other with small box width). Subjects used significantly different 313 F eff digit forces when manipulating the two boxes (2.22 ± 0.04 N and 1.77± 0.04 N for the small 314 and large box, respectively; 2-tailed paired t-test, t = 8.95, p < 0.001; Fig. 3) . 315
Digit forces control with and without visual feedback of box width 316
We examined whether subjects could adjust their digit forces to the actual box width. In 317
Test A, subjects could use visual feedback about object width to predict the digit position and 318
forces, but not in Test B. Since we did not constrain subjects' digit vertical positions, we first 319 tested whether making object width unpredictable on a trial-to-trial basis would change the 320 vertical relative positions of the digits. We found that the modulation of digit vertical relative 321 position was small (5.7 ± 1.1 mm and 4.9 ± 0.8 mm for Test A and Test B, respectively, 322 averaged across trial conditions) compared to the changes in digit horizontal positions induced 323 by different object widths. Statistical analysis revealed no significant difference in the digit 324 vertical relative positions between Test A and B (t-test, p > 0.05) for any of the trial conditions 325 (i.e., LL, LS, SS, and SL). Furthermore, we examined the d T and d I at initial contact of each digit 326 (Fig. 2C) . Three-way repeated measure ANOVA revealed only significant effect of current trial 327 (F (1,11) = 8716, p < 0.001 and F (1,11) = 10144, p < 0.001, for d T and d I respectively). This suggests 328 that removing vision of object width only affected the predictability of the digit relative positions 329 at contact, i.e., fingertips closer or further apart for small and large object widths, respectively, 330 but did not lead subjects to use digit positions that differed from those used when they could see 331 object width. 332
More importantly, we found that despite the difference in the predictability of digit 333 positioning between Test A and B, subjects performed similarly in both tests (Fig. 3) . This was 334 confirmed by three-way ANOVA showing no effect of experimental condition on F eff (p > 0.05). 335
In addition, subjects were able to modulate digit forces to the current box width, but digit forces 336
were also affected by the box width experienced in the previous trial. Statistically significant 337 main effects of both current and preceding box width were found (F (1,11) = 38.80, p < 0.001 and 338 F (1,11) =13.57, p = 0.004, respectively). We then used paired t-test to examine F eff subjects 339 exerted in Test A and B with respect to those used in the last two blocks of training. No 340 statistical difference was found between the training S trials and test S trials regardless of the 341 preceding box size in the tests (the same result was found for L trials). Lastly, we compared the 342 within-block mean torque error (|T err |) from the last two blocks from Training, Test A, and Test 343 B, and found no significant difference between these three conditions. These results indicate that, 344
although the preceding box size may slightly bias digit forces in the current trial, the resulting 345 force production was similar to that found during the training (Fig. 3) and did not negatively 346 affect task performance. 347
Differential development of the effective force 348
The above results indicate that subjects responded to the box width by exerting digit 349 forces that matched the box width to generate the required torque, regardless of whether they had 350 visual feedback about box width for predictive digit force control. This raises the question about 351 the sensorimotor mechanisms that subjects used to adjust digit forces when actual and expected 352 box width did not match. To address this question, we examined the time course of F eff by 353 computing the ensemble average of effective force traces for each subject and each trial pair 354 condition (n = 8 for each test) and made two observations. First, in both Test A and B the force 355 profiles showed one or two small 'bumps' that each lasted about 40 ms after the first contact 356 (Fig. 4A) . These initial bumps are digit contact impact forces caused by lack of deceleration 357 phase prior to object contact in our VR setup (average peak digit velocity: 98.6 ± 8.5 mm/s; 358 average contact digit velocity 69.3 ± 7.7 mm/s; no effect of vision condition, p > 0.05), as well as 359 contact time differences between thumb and index (~ 56.8 ± 6.3 ms and 55.2 ± 7.6 ms for Test A 360
and Test B, respectively; no effect of vision condition, p > 0.05). Second, lack of vision in Test B 361 delayed force development in all trial conditions relative to Test A, although both subject groups 362 eventually attained the appropriate forces required to perform the manipulation task (Fig. 4A) . 363
These two features were consistent across all subjects as shown by the ensemble average force 364 profiles for each trial pair combination (Fig. 4B) . To avoid the initial impact force and to account 365 for the contact time difference between thumb and index finger, for statistical analysis we chose 366 100 ms after first contact as the first time point. 367
We found that F eff in Test A was significantly higher than in Test B at 100 and 200 ms 368 post contact (significant effect of vision condition: F (1,11) = 5.09, p = 0.045, and F (1,11) = 25.55, p 369 < 0.001, respectively; Fig. 4C ). At 300 ms after initial object contact, we found a statistically 370 significant interaction between vision condition and trial condition (F (3,9) = 4.27, p = 0.039). 371
Post-hoc comparisons revealed that, within each trial condition, subjects produced significantly 372 greater F eff in Test A than B (p < 0.05). At 400 ms after initial contact, a significant interaction 373 between vision condition and trial condition was found (F (3,9) = 5.91, p = 0.016). Post-hoc 374 comparisons revealed no difference between Test A and B for LL. However, subjects still 375 produced significantly smaller F eff in the other three cases (p < 0.05). At 500 ms after initial 376 contact, the same statistically significant interaction was again found (F (3,9) = 4.71, p = 0.037). 377
Post-hoc comparisons revealed that subjects still produced significantly smaller F eff in Test B for 378 LS condition (p < 0.05). No difference was found in other three trial conditions. At 600 ms after 379 contact, the magnitude of F eff was close to that exerted at the end of trials showing similar box 380 size-dependent force modulation (effect of box width conditions: F (3,9) = 14.62 , p < 0.001) and 381 no significant effect of vision condition was found. 382
To summarize, we found that subjects took longer to develop digit forces to produce the 383 required torque when they could not predict the actual digit relative positions (Test B) but 384 eventually attained the same box width-dependent force modulation. To further quantify this 385 difference, we compared the force rate profiles from LL, LS, SL, and SS in Test A and B using 386 cross-correlation analysis. For each subject and each trial pair condition, we first computed the 387 ensemble average of effective force rate traces (n = 8 for each test; Figure 5A ). We then 388 computed cross-correlation between ensemble averages of F eff rates from Test A and B for each 389 trial pair condition within the 100 -600 ms interval post contact. The time shift at which the 390 highest correlation is found denotes the temporal difference in force development between the 391 two experimental conditions. We found that for all trial conditions, force development started 392 later for Test B than Test A (Fig. 5B) . Two-way repeated-measures ANOVA using current trial 393 box width (2 levels: small and large) and box width change (2 levels: same or different box 394 widths in current and previous trial) revealed that the small box width caused a significantly 395 longer delay than the large width in Test B (F (1,11) = 8.68, p = 0.013), but there was no effect of 396 box width change (F (1,11) = 2.35, p = 0.154). These delays could be further demonstrated by 397 taking the ensemble average of F eff rate traces from all subjects (Fig. 5C ). These data confirmed 398 the results from cross correlation analysis by showing a temporal difference between Test B and 399
A of 100 − 200 ms in all trial pair combinations. 400
Lastly, we qualitatively examined how subjects responded to each trial condition within 401 each test. We visually examined the ensemble averages (100 -600 ms post-contact) of all 402 subjects for visual examination as the individual force rate profile can be quite noisy. For Test A, 403 the width of the box can be seen before object contact, thus allowing anticipation of digit forces 404 appropriate for the digit horizontal separations. This is shown by the early divergence (~100 ms 405 post contact) of the force rate profiles depending on the box width in the current trial regardless 406 of the width used in the previous trial (Fig. 6A) . Specifically, if the current box width for Test A 407 is small, subjects tended to use a force rate profile characterized by a larger peak. In contrast, for 408
Test B, the divergence of the force rates occurred much later (~300 ms post contact) than in Test 409 A for all cases (Fig. 6B) . Specifically, it appears that subjects used a 'default' rate of F eff 410 development regardless of the box sizes in the current and previous trial, but made subsequent 411 adjustments according to the actual object width they experienced haptically. This is consistent 412 with the overall delay between Test A and Test B revealed by cross-correlation analysis. This 413 result further suggests that when subjects could not predict the upcoming box width, they did not 414 start to exert the digit forces that were appropriate for the previous trial. 415
We used a virtual reality setup to investigate humans' ability to modulate digit forces to 417 compensate for predictable and unpredictable changes in the digit position induced by a change 418 in object width. We found that, after learning a novel manipulation task with different box 419 widths, subjects could successfully modulate digit forces to accomplish the manipulation goal 420 despite trial-to-trial changes in box width and regardless of whether they had visual feedback 421 about object width and digit positions before contact. However, our findings only partially 422 supported our hypothesis of a hybrid anticipatory and feedback control mechanism being 423 implemented when subjects could not predict object width change. Specifically, although 424 subjects did make force corrections after contact by using haptic feedback of the actual digit 425 relative positions, they did not anticipate digit forces according to the box width experienced in 426 the previous trial but rather adopted a 'default' initial force strategy. Therefore, regardless of 427 whether current trial and previous trial were characterized by the same box width, subjects 428 always had to verify the actual digit positions (i.e., box width) after contact to adjust to the 429 appropriate digit forces. This phenomenon caused a ~150 ms delay in force development relative 430 to the condition where subjects could predict forces based on visual feedback of object width 431 before contact. 432
Methodological considerations 433
It should be pointed out that modulation of digit forces to digit positions is only 434 functionally relevant when the task involves torque production. For instance, when lifting and 435 balancing a cup of water or rotating the lid of a jar, the hand needs to either maintain zero torque 436 or generate sufficient torque in a given direction, respectively. During the execution of such 437 tasks, multiple digits are in contact with the object at different locations, and relative distances 438 between the contact points of the fingertips act as mechanical 'moment arms'. If digit forces 439
were not modulated according to the digits' relative positions, the resulting torque might not be 440 appropriate to perform the task. In our previous work, digit positions were quantified as the 441 vertical distance between the centers of pressure of two digits (Fu et al., 2010) because the object 442 width remained invariant across trials. However, subjects increased vertical relative digit 443 position and this essentially increased grip aperture, thus altering the effective moment arm and 444 optimizing digit forces necessary to accomplish the task (i.e., smaller grip forces). It should be 445 noted that in that study, trial-to-trial differences in digit placement occurred spontaneously. In 446 contrast, digit placement in our novel VR task in the current study was induced in a systematic 447 fashion to quantify the extent to which subjects could modulate digit forces accordingly. 448 Specifically, our task conditions required subjects to scale digit forces to the digits' horizontal 449 distance (i.e., grip aperture) to attain the control torque since the object width changed 450 significantly across trials. Nevertheless, digit force/position coordination plays a crucial rule in 451 both VR and real object balancing tasks. It is important to understand how such coordination is 452 achieved as the phenomenon of digit position-force coordination is likely to underlie a wide 453 range of everyday manipulation tasks that do not constrain digit placement (Fu et al., 2010) . 454
Another difference between our VR task and real object manipulation tasks is the digit 455 contact events. We observed that force development in our experiment was always characterized 456 by an initial impact force with a peak of ~0.25 N during the first 50 ms, or sometimes two impact 457 force peaks during the first 100 ms if two digits landed on the object asynchronously (Fig. 4A) . 458
The initial impact force was likely caused by lack of deceleration prior to digit contact and the 459 fact that the simulated object surface could not have the same stiffness as rigid physical object 460 surfaces. These initial impact forces were not found, at least not to this extent, when subjects 461 made contact with real objects with their finger pads (Säfström and Edin, 2008 ). This could be 462 due to the fact that there was no 'reaching' phase in our design and subject simply has to close 463 their digits towards the object located between their digits. Additionally, and unlike other 464 grasping studies, our design had a 1.5 s time constraint for task completion that might have led 465 subjects to close their digits without decelerating them thus causing relatively large initial impact 466
forces. It has been demonstrated that subjects can predict the time of contact and release the 467 motor plan of digit forces at the expected contact time (Säfström and Edin, 2008 ). For our study, 468 it is likely that subjects started to develop digit forces at the predicted time when both digits had 469 made stable contacts. 470
Anticipatory digit force scaling to object properties 471
It has been shown that the central nervous system (CNS) can anticipate the digit forces 472 required for object manipulation using visual information about object properties. This 473 anticipatory control was demonstrated using tasks that require lifting or transporting an object 474 that could be often grasped at small grasp surfaces. These tasks have no explicit task goals and 475 the only requirement is to maintain grasp stability (i.e., no finger slip at local contact sites) that is 476 achieved by keeping the grip force larger than a certain magnitude (i.e., safety margin) to sustain 477 frictional load forces. In these scenarios, subjects could scale the grip force in an anticipatory 478 fashion appropriately to the load forces induced by different object weights (Johansson and that the CNS builds and stores 'sensorimotor' memories of digit forces after only a few object 486 lifts. Recently, the ability to use sensorimotor memory to scale finger forces has also been found 487 in tasks which did not constrain digit placement and had a more explicit task-level goal, i.e. the 488 object had to be lifted and balanced. It was found that if object weight distribution (therefore the 489 task torque) could not be predicted, sensorimotor memory of the previous object weight 490 distribution was used to coordinate digit forces and positions (Lukos et al., 2013) . 491
In the current study, we found that when visual feedback about object width was 492 available from the beginning of the trial, appropriate force scaling to the relative digit position 493 could be implemented as soon as ~100 ms after initial contact (Fig. 6A ). This indicates that 494 visual cues allowed subjects to start exerting forces appropriate for the digit positions soon after 495 attaining a stable grasp. In contrast, when object width could not be predicted through vision of 496 object width, subjects could have used 'sensorimotor memory' of the forces used in the previous 497 However, we did not find evidence for such effect of sensorimotor memory on force 501 development in our task. This could be explained by the fact that our task had very high 502 precision requirement. Specifically, subjects would miss the target if they made an error larger 503 than 10% of the required torque. Given the actual digit forces were less than 4 N, the range of 504 force errors they could have made was quite small. As subjects had only 1.5 s to accomplish the 505 task goal and there was a score system to motivate them in being accurate, it is likely subjects 506 might have chosen a more conservative default strategy for the initial development of the digit 507 forces, thus bypassing the tendency of using the same forces experienced in the previous trial. 508 Additionally, it has been shown that the ability of sensorimotor memory to drive the force 509 production in unpredictable trial sequence may depend on the number of repetitions in the same 510 trial condition (Witney et al., 2001) . It is possible that subjects could rely on sensorimotor 511 memory in our task if the unpredictable changes of box width had occurred less often, thus 512 allowing sensorimotor memory of this precision task to build up. Nevertheless, such 'default' 513 strategy still points to a feed-forward force control strategy deployed shortly after initial digit 514 contact. Furthermore, the initial 'default' force development phase might be used to acquire 515 somatosensory feedback of the object width for later corrections. 516
Execution of dexterous manipulation: digit contact event and force corrections 517
Despite the aforementioned differences in the anticipatory control found between our task 518 and manipulation tasks involving physical objects, the present study demonstrates that the CNS 519 can use somatosensory information about the actual digit relative positions to adjust digit forces 520 after contact. It has been shown that if the prediction of anticipatory control matches actual 521 object property, e.g., mass (Jenmalm et al., 2006) , planned force development does not need to 522 be changed. In contrast, if a mismatch occurs, feedback mechanisms would respond to change 523 ongoing force development. It has been proposed that tactile afferent signals elicited by initial 524 object contact is powerful enough to detect several local features of the contact sites, such as 525 friction and shape, thus leading to observable force rate changes as early as 100 ms post contact 526 (Jenmalm and Johansson, 1997; Cole et al., 1999) . For our task, we found similar feedback 527 mechanisms, although implemented through sensing a mismatch between planned and actual 528 digit positions. Specifically, when analyzing force development 100 ms post contact, subjects 529 exhibited ~100−200 ms latency in initiating force development for all trial pair conditions 530 relative to the full vision condition (Test A; Figs. 4 and 5). This indicates that, when the object 531 width was unpredictable, subjects always verified the actual digit positions before starting the 532 development and appropriate scaling of digit force to the perceived box width. This 'check' 533 should occur during the initial contact event and two potential sources of information can be 534 envisioned. First, box width could be sensed by the timing of digit contacts. As the subjects' 535 digits started to move always from the same starting area and assuming a stereotypical digit 536 closure velocity, it takes longer (~ 200ms) to make contact with the small box than the large one. Furthermore, it has been shown that AIP might facilitate online grasp control through the M1-568
PMv-AIP circuit (Buch et al., 2010) . In addition, event-related functional MRI during lifting 569 heavy and light objects presented through unpredictable sequences also revealed the involvement 570 of inferior parietal cortex in detecting mismatches between predicted and actual object weight 571 (Jenmalm et al., 2006) . The same study also indicated that primary sensorimotor cortex is 572 involved in making adjustments to digit forces when the actual object weight was unpredictably 573 changed from heavy to light, thus requiring pulsatile increase of digit forces between contact and 574 object lift onset. In our study, it is possible that AIP was involved in monitoring the sensory 575 consequence of digit landing on object sites that did not match the expected digit positions 576 (including contact event and grip aperture), and that it triggered corrective digit force responses. 577
However, further work is needed to establish whether this mismatch between expected versus 578 actual digit positions triggers retrieval of learned mappings between digit positions and forces, or 579 re-computation of digit forces as a function of perceived (actual) digit positions. 580
Conclusions 581
In the present study, we have shown that subjects could scale their digit forces to the 582 horizontal digit placement using both visually-based anticipatory control (Test A) and 583 somatosensory-based feedback control (Test B) in a manipulation task with high precision 584 requirements. Although minor discrepancies exist between our VR task and manipulation tasks 585 performed with physical objects, we argue that the CNS could have used similar mechanisms to 586 control digit forces in unconstrained real object manipulation tasks as shown by subjects' ability 587 to modulate digit forces to variable digit positions resulting from trial-to-trial variability when 588 grasping the same object (Fu et al., 2010 (Fu et al., , 2011 . Our results extend the sensorimotor control 589 point framework by showing for the first time that the sensorimotor system not only monitor 590 local surface properties (e.g. friction and curvature) and the time course of mechanical events 591 (e.g., contact and lift onset), but also digit relative positions when this information is functionally 592 relevant for successful task performance, i.e., to modulate digit forces. Such digit force 593 modulation could be accomplished by both visually-based feed-forward planning as well as post-594 contact feedback control using non-visual information. 
